**Associate Chairs**
Roseanna Neupauer (Ugrad Education)
John Crimaldi (Grad Education)

**Faculty Directors**
AREN – John Zhai
CVEN –
EVEN – Scott Summers

**Executive**
Hari Rajaram (W 17)
Paul Goodrum (C 16)
George Hearn (S 17)
Moncef Krarti (B 18)
Angela Bielefeldt (E 16)
Ron Pak (G 18)

**Graduate**
John Crimaldi (W and Chair)
Jeong-Hoon Song (S)
Ben Livneh (W)
Shideh Dashti (G/GE)
Keith Molenaar (C)
Will Srbur (B)
Mark Hernandez (E)
Amy Javvnick-Will (CS)
Rich Regueiro (ES)
Pamela Halstead Williamson

**Personnel**
Full Professors

**Curriculum**
Roseanna Neupauer (Chair)
Ross Corotis (S)
Rich Regueiro (G)
Matt Morris (C)
Joseph Kasprzyk (W)
Sheri Cook (E)
Gregor Henze (B)
Christina Vallejos/Erin Jerick

**Operations**
Dobroslov Znidarcic (Chair)
Matt Morris
Walter Beamer/Sandra Vasconez
Christina Vallejos

**Facilities**
Ron Pak (Chair, G)
Petros Sideris (S)
Karl Linden (E)
John Zhai (B)
Warren/Cusack

**Computer**
Rich Regueiro (Chair)
Walter Beamer
Hari Rajaram
Emily Adams

**JEC**
Structures (Ross Corotis & Mija Hubler)
Araceli Warren

**ABET/JEC Coordinator**
Angela Bielefeldt

**Freshman Advising**
AREN and CVEN – Angela Bielefeldt
AREN – John Zhai
CVEN – Roseanna Neupauer
EVEN – Scott Summers
Christina Vallejos/Erin Jerick

**Transfer and Study Abroad Advisor**
Dobroslov Znidarcic (Transfer)
Christina Vallejos/Erin Jerick

**Ad hoc Awards Committee**
JoAnn Silverstein (Chair)
Mike Gooseff
Lupita Montoya
Susan Rundell

**Faculty Search Committee**
Hari Rajaram (Chair)

**Faculty Goal Setting/Annual Review Committee**
Executive Committee Members

**Ad hoc Mentoring Committee**
Silverstein (Chair)
Bielefeldt, Chinowsky, Corotis, Linden, Neupauer, Pak, Silverstein, Summers, Xi, Zhai, Znidarcic, Rajaram

**Student Chapter Advisors**
AEI Advisor: Wil Subbar
AGC Advisor: Matt Morris
ASHRAE Advisor: Moncef Krarti (F), John Zhai (S)
ASCE Advisor: Keith Porter
AWWA/WEF: Chris Corwin
Chi Epsilon Advisor: Ross Corotis
EERI Advisor: Mija Hubler
EWB Advisors: Karl Linden
Geo Institute: Shideh Dashti
IES Advisor: Sandra Vasconez

**College Committee Representatives**
Administrative Council: Rajagopalan Balaji
First Level Review Committee: Ron Pak & Joe Ryan
Vice Chancellor’s Advisory Committee: Karl Linden
Undergraduate Education Council: Roseanna Neupauer
Graduate Education Council: John Crimaldi
CEAS International Ed. Committee: Keith Molenaar
APPM/CEAE Dual Degree Advisor: Ron Pak
CEAE Co-op Representative: Ryan Novak
EEF Advisor: John Crimaldi
Engineering Honors Advisor: Roseanna Neupauer
SHPE Advisor: Lupita Montoya
Coordinator Scholarship Committee: Matt Morris

**University Committee Representatives**
BFA Representative: Roseanna Neupauer
BFA Faculty Council: Paul Chinowsky
Institute Fellows: Gregor Henze and Rajagopalan Balaji
Executive Advisory Committee:
Campus Ethics Committee: John Crimaldi